QB-MSC-FXL

QBee Multi-Sensor Camera

The QBee Camera is a multi-sensor indoor HD IP Camera with night vision that detects and measures movement, humidity, temperature, light and noise. This talented device also includes a 2-way audio functionality that also makes it particularly suited for care applications such as a baby monitor. With its sleek design and its ingenious stand that allows to mount it in various ways while maintaining clean aesthetics, this camera will suit any interior. Simple to install and easy to use, this camera is part of the Askey QBee Connected Home solution.
### CPU & Optics
- CPU – ARM 600 MHz
- WiFi – 802.11 b/g/n/ac
- 2.4GHz (2x2) / 5GHz (2x2)
- WPS
- 1.0 MP, 1/3" CMOS Image Sensor
- 720 HD, 30fps
- FOV 140°
- Night Vision

### Sensors
- Motion – via picture analysis
- Temperature – Precision +/-0.5 °C
- Humidity – Precision +/-2 %
- Ambient Light
- Microphone/Speaker

### Dimensions/Other Details
- 120(95) x 60 x 46(37) mm
- High quality 1.5 Watt speaker
- Power Consumption – 6 W
- Operating Temperature – 0 to 40°C